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“'Anyways, you do what you can. An',' he says, 
'the only thing you got to look at is that ever' 
time they's a little step fo'ward, she may slip 
back a little, but she never slips clear back. 
You can prove that,' he says, 'an' that makes the 
whole thing right. An' that means they wasn't no 
waste even if it seemed like they was."
-John Steinbeck, The Grapes of WrathCover photograph by Bev Davies.
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a rush.”
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–Todd Taylor 
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in Jim’s column; And then he kissed me mid-pedal thanks to Gus for 

thanks to Kris Tripplaar for his photo in Gary’s column; The Rhythm 
Chicken can only count to one thanks to Dan “The Eggman” Eggert for 
his photo; Look who showed up at the playground that day—Lemmy! 
Joey! No Eddie Vedder!—thanks to Ryan Gelatin for his illustration in 
Dale’s column; It all went downhill for Paul Weller’s protagonist after 
he pulled out a plum thanks to Kiyoshi Nakazawa for his illustration 
in Nørb’s column; Gridiron genocide or just harmless celebration of a 
pastime? thanks to Brad Beshaw for his illustration in Sean’s column; 
Double Duff, but no “Hat Trick of Duffness” with The Duff Man? thanks 
to both Bev Davies and Jason Margolis for their photos in Nardwuar’s 
column; Nerds with bad balance and T-shirts of the Ergs! Puerto Rican 
tour thanks to Joe Evans III and Lauren Measure for the Hunchback 
interview and layout; Avon lady from Arkansas thanks to Ryan Leach 

her photos that the band has two tambourines; Parents can so way be 
punk rockers thanks to Joe Evans III, Shanty Cheryl, and Dave Disorder 
for the interview, photos, and layout for Geykido Comet Records; Plas-
tic genocide or teenage men? You decide thanks to Chris Walter, Bev 
Davies, Femke van Delft, and Amy Adoyzie for their interview, photos, 
and art junking of the Tranzmitors; Joe III, thanks for writing half of 
this issue—including the U.S. Air Guitar Championships article—and 

Larder for his illustrations; Bread and violence thanks to Allan MacIn-
nis, Jen Dodds, Femke van Delft, and Keith Rosson for the interview, 
photos, and layout of the Rebel Spell; We not spellerz good. Grammer 
tough ball stuff. Kurt Morris and Adrian Salas helped proof this issue; 
Photoshop brain surgery thanks to Chris Baxter for his prowess; Some 
companies pull their advertising; many readers enjoy their honesty 
thanks to the following for their record, book, zine, and DVD reviews:
Ryan Leach, Kurt Morris, Craven Rock, Sean Koepenick, Buttertooth, 
Keith Rosson, Chris Pepus, Art Ettinger, Speedway Randy, Donttouch-
mybikini, Jennifer Whiteford, Stevo, Corrine, The Lord Kveldulfr, Bryan 
Static, Joe Evans III, Jimmy Alvarado, CT Terry, Mike Faloon, Sarah 
Shay, Constantine Koutsoutis, Jenny Moncayo, Will Kwiatowski, and 
Lauren Trout; They freed up their schedules thanks to Chris Devlin and 
Dondondondondeedon (Star Wars theme) for helping pack, ship, and 
sort the last issue.

Alicja Trout 
and her newborn. 

Valentine.

Welcome 
to the world, kid.

This issue is dedicated to the memory of Evel Knievel and Benazir Bhutto.
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W

I’M AGAINST IT

couldn’t be more different. The smell of 

Simpsons-

and partner in all techno-related pursuits, and 

dinner at a Mexican restaurant less than 

marks, on account of the fact that the food 

never met.

covered in art school doodles.

on the currently hot shit dance label Kitsune, 

drenched disco diva number, and churned 

machine. Love is one of a handful of L.A.-

time), Love chose to represent. Underneath 

that before hip-hop took shape in the city, 

him there.

reason my mother and her family left 

each other.”

the claim that the people are actually decent, 

told, the people are cooler in San Francisco 

LIZ O

“Can’t go wrong 
with something 
that’s already 
inauthentic, 
right?” 

GUERRILLA MY DREAMS

indingF LAPride 
in Seattle



(okay, I’ll concede that point to the naysayers, 

look past the surface, L.A. isn’t so much 

the only limitations are those set by your 

Fluokids and the aforementioned record 

This isn’t your typical L.A. story. Love 

undoubtedly, Love is at a point in his career 

confessed.

–Liz Ohanesian
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Photo by Carlos RevecoT                   hrough the authority of people who can 
barely pronounce street names like Cahuenga and 
Sepulveda, I have learned that my city sucks. 



J
LAZY MICKI’M AGAINST IT

On the Road

from the birth of America’s counter-cultural 

Leaves
of Grass.

On the Road tells the story of a 

he sees. 

The Electric Kool-
Aid Acid Test

of Naked Lunch

Kerouac’s On the Road is easily the 

of life. This relentless drive suits Kerouac’s 

himself. Sometimes his adventures turn out 

the move, constantly in search of an elusive 
truth at the next stop, the next city, the next 

It’s impossible to underestimate On the 
Road

On the Road

On the Road

On the Road

On the Road

go.

* * *

On the Road in 

small the library consisted of a cardboard box 

returned from a six-month tour that took me 

lost it. 
On the Road, my ship 

adventure in the book is a cross-country trip 

but that didn’t concern me in the least. 

and Market Street—just as Sal Paradise had 

Clockwork Orange, it seemed like 

The point here is not the stupidly 

I’d transformed into one of those characters 

* * *

I read On the Road

teach me on the streets of San Francisco, but 

I read every book by or about Kerouac I 

Kerouac had this theory of spontaneous 
poetics. The basic idea behind it is that the 

JIM RULAND

“Kerouac taught 
me how to live. 
Maybe he could 
teach me how 
to write. ”

LAZY MICK

On the Road... Again. 



published. Spontaneity may be essential for 

On the Road

Visions of Cody is my favorite). Some 

don’t recommend that you do.

On the 
Road
joyful enthusiasm, On the Road is a fairly 
conventional novel in both style and content. 

On the 
Road

the rumor that On the Road

version of On the Road, or so they claimed, 

On the Road, they said in 

That means the champion of spontaneity 

the book that had been revised more than 

On the 
Road, it really does exist, all 120 feet of it, 

has been on the road for several years. It’s 

After the third hippy recommended the book 
to me, the bloom came off the rose. I’m not 

–Jim Ruland
9

Illustration by Cristy Road

Reading On the Road in the ‘50s 
was like going to see the Ramones in the ‘70s:

kids were shocked that something so simple 
could be so captivating, so essential.



G
I’M AGAINST IT

No Control plays loudly, and the pajamas 

their fucked-up childhoods, or their innate 

the chemical conversion from mainstream to 

to predict the future involvement in punk rock, 

This theory cannot hope to encompass all 

Rocket to Russia
seven-inch, the truth is rarely so simple or 

Madonna, or, in my case, the Dirty Dancing

Temple Pilots concert, and dye your hair 

burn your entire Sub Pop music collection, 

is my trajectory analysis of the different paths 

understand that many people, myself included, 

vehemently for that preference. Perhaps this 

a chemical that makes punks rate their music 
(my friend actually ranked his top 100 albums 
of all time, and posted the list in his house). 

Interview with a 
Vampire

musical talents of their favorite band, often 

talked, in an effort to make themselves 
seem more serious. 

SHIFTLESS WHEN IDLE

“When one evaluates 
their own mortality, 
one quickly realizes 
that we’re not 
dealing with enough 
time to fuck around.”

MADDY TIGHT PANTS

10

A Simple Grunge Band Preference 
with Lifelong Implications



of the increased Non-Punk Lameness 

events. Numerous friends jumped off the 

of the situation, I believed, in my youthful 

roll, candy, debauchery, and punk rock dance 

cereal-themed amusement park. In other 

till I bled”). 

punk. Indeed, Nirvana even later employed an 

1991: The Year Punk 
Broke

Grow Up The Clash,

jobs, but, more crucially, none of them take these 

bare minimum necessary to sustain life, and to 

your copies of Bleach and Vs

Of course, one could make the chicken 

Nevermind

–Maddy



Ja limited number of possibilities. 

mean it can’t happen. 

* * *

of the pole. 

it as my Portland retirement home

A sheet of asphalt blue clouds blanketed 

the river. 

bonded for eternity. 

that

obnoxious to an arch nemesis on his behalf 

keep their friends close, enemies closer, and 

tunnel of toasty fall leaves. 

and he kissed me. 

like a bandit. 

* * *

I am undeniably blessed. 

I’ve attended in the past months, there’s an 

These instances of unadulterated 

the sun rose for me. 

most mundane details of our lives. There’s 

four-hour course. 

make it beat.

* * *

One of the most densely populated 

about 150 million folks, shoved and 

the next year and a half. 

AMY ADOYZIE

“I am undeniably 
blessed. Not like Jesus-
loves-me-this-I-know, 
but in a fuck-yeah-
I’m-alive-‘n-shit 
kinda way.”

 12

MONSTER OF FUN



th, my hands used to clench 

my bike faster than I could ever pedal it. 

It isn’t that I’m brave—I’m just less scared. 

–Amy Adoyzie

Illustration by Gus

“Curtis, I don’t even have 
a towel to throw in.”
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I

I’M AGAINST IT

I once stumbled on a movie titled Crazy
People. As the cover states, it’s a comedy 

plays the main character, and he’s an ad 

print. The company has him committed, later 

that they try to pull him out of the asylum 

complain about the lack of truth in some of 

happy medium and smeared it creatively on 

a Pulp Fiction

I sometimes think that there is a school 

Clockwork Orange fashion. If 

but sometimes the paper runs out and you can 

recites the verse every hour. 

old and my time is more precious so don’t 

OGNER STUMP S ONE
THOUSAND SORROWS

book. Unfortunately, it falls far short of one 

and then, even more reluctantly, opens the 

employment. The second half of the book 
is a collection of short stories just as morbid 

PUBLICK OCCURANCES #10

This little dude is an art study of the class 

piece of art. I’m not sure if I’m supposed to 

occasional ever-so slim trace of a smile. The 

(bullmooseallstar@yahoo.com)

NATE RELOCATES #2

to be one of the best campuses in the state. 

SUBALTERNATION #6&7

for the scene” and, in all actuality, is merely 

from the islands, pick up Subalternation for 

sendska@yahoo.com)

SQUEEZE MY HORN

“I start to search 
for answers to 
questions nobody 
is asking of me.”GARY HORNBERGER

Full Credit to
Deny Everything

,



THE FART PARTY

in-your-face, take it or hate it humor. Some 
of it is personal experience and some is just 

much of it is so over-the-top that it diffuses 

did notice in one panel that she reads Angry
Youth Comix
amount of crudeness comes from (not my 
can of nuts, but it doesn’t ruin this comic). 

th

rachel@atomicbooks.com)

THE 2007 TOP SHELF
SEASONAL SAMPLER
Free, Free, Free

offer. This is the Top Shelf bible, if you 

catches my eye, for me to tell you about. Talk 

–Gary Hornberger

17

but if it doesn t work, deny it 
as your own until it disappears.

Photo by Kris Tripplaar

If something works, take full 

credit for that something,

,
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T

I’M AGAINST IT

of form and continuity. For those of you 

have to pay for. And then they even have a 

unemployment check money just to hear the 

a chicken. 

my jalopy in one lane. The knuckles turned 

for I had made it to my job on time and in 

returned to my knuckles. From time to time 

think

up yesterday’s Chicago Tribune, hot coffee 

excerpt from his obituary:

“He said he used to stand in front of a 
motorcycle speeding directly toward him, 
jumping spread-eagle at the last second as 

I took this as some sort of inspirational 

 This tape 

same as the old boss.

to shimmy my car out of the lot. Once out 

some recent, more capable vehicle. 

looked at my dashboard and noticed that I’d 

ride home had cost me about ten bucks, but 

I shoveled a path out to the mailbox. 

JJ’s Blizzard Trolley

RHYTHM CHICKEN

“Some well-spirited 
locals were riding 
innertubes down the 
big hill into town, 
right down the middle 
of Highway 42.” 

THE DINGHOLE REPORTS



people out to the bars en masse. The road 

room. Phil leaned over and asked me if I 

I opened my laptop and reread my drunken 

Fall Fest, much like last year. I set up just 

my head. They all jeered as I smashed it onto 

–Rhythm Chicken
rhythmchicken@hotmail.com
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That’s Wisconsin, I guess, 
laughing at Mother Nature 
in between gulps of 
cold beer. 

Photo by Dan “the Eggman” Eggert



I

I’M AGAINST IT

It’s no small secret that I’m a hopelessly 

friend’s houses, and the more I heard ‘em, the 

Rock
And Roll Over
hooked

KISS records. 

(See my earlier column in issue number nine 

…And Justice For All. Every LP 

Unfortunately, the metal years also 

should perform live and record in the studio. 

other bands that have never released a clunker 

this in mind: most importantly, they’re one of 

bands left on earth :yes, real rock’n’roll. 

be damned. They’re different bands, but the 

both bands (minus the letters that don’t 
exist). And play the rest of the records 

Ace of Spades LP

Animal Boy LP

Bomber LP

RAMONES LP

Overkill LP 

Rocket to Russia LP

Orgasmatron LP

Too Tough to Die LP

No Remorse LP

Subterranean Jungle LP

farina”)
titles they ever penned.

Ace of Spades LP 

Animal Boy LP

I’M AGAINST IT
DESIGNATED DALE

“Like the Ramones, 
Motörhead continue to 

book-size list of bands, 
yet either receives little 
to no credit.”

MOTÖ R H E A D
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1916 LP

Leave Home LP
The next time the band’s in St. Louis (or 

Iron Fist LP

End of the Century LP

has drummer Marky 

Star studios.

Iron Fist LP

Ace of Spades LP
Ramones LP

No Remorse LP

Pleasant Dreams LP

Ace of Spades LP

RAMONES LP

Motörhead LP

Too Tough to Die LP

has some 
fun lyrics fo’ sho’, jellybean brain.

Overkill LP

Ramones LP

Overkill LP

Subterranean Jungle LP

Bomber LP
Leave Home LP

Not about the lame hair metal band or the 
movie Hellraiser.

Road to Ruin LP

1916 LP

End of the Century LP

should
be like. 

 LP 

Rocket to Russia LP

is

Ace of Spades LP

Rocket to Russia LP

No Remorse LP

2002 Subterranean Jungle

outtakes on the Subterranean Jungle re-

Motörhead LP

that

2000 We Are Motörhead LP

Rocket to Russia LP
still not 

2001 Iron Fist

Leave Home LP

from the 
Iron Fist 

inspired, punk rock annihilation. 

Brain Drain LP

L.A., not that other lame band) performed a 
version of it. 

–Designated Dale 

Illustration by Ryan Gelatin
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S

LAZY MICKI’M AGAINST IT

outsell Shrek-N-Roll 
Surely there must be some resin-hit of 

had i the carte blanche authority on the 

fact that i have no prior experience in the 

I cannot really complain overmuch about this 
state of affairs, since one of the reasons i 

PUNK!

PUNK I HAVE SPARED THE WORLD THE 
GREAT INDIGNITY OF COMPROMISING 
MY MUSIC OR WRITING, AND HAVE, 
INSTEAD, MERELY COMPROMISED MY 
PRINCIPLES IN A FIELD WHICH NOBODY 

A WIN-WIN SITUATION, BAY-BEE!!! 

under continual shortfall of red meat, 

any event, i conduct my business, results are 
satisfactory, and i look at my plane ticket 

For all intents and purposes, once overseas, 
de

facto
extent that i need to pay $1.50 to drive home 

dictum that international travelers need to 

until

the last

in essence, to fuck off. So, bolstered by ale, 
the best chicken vindaloo i’ve ever eaten, and 

half-tobacco joints they roll in the UK, i 

DOWN
IN THE TUBE STATION AT MIDNIGHT

from the raucous, punky-moddy roots of the 

profound impact on pretty much anybody 

based on the verse “And the last thing that i 

except the teacher made him erase the 

by it. They did not rock this one in vain, trust 

DON’T 
EVER GO

tube station at exactly four minutes after 

bad folks turn into pumpkins at 12:01 and 

believe him passionately, because you don’t 

a fella’s steely reserve, i tell you. In any 

“England: A 
country which 
names their tube 
stations after 
rock lyrics.”

POWER POP POLICEI
REV. NORBI

I I

DOWN IN OR NEAR THE TUBE STATION 
AT OR AROUND MIDNIGHT
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OR I GET MY KICKS IN STEPNEY, NOT IN KNIGHTSBRIDGE ANYMORE. YOU?



Surely there must be some
resin-hit of punkness therein!

Illustration by Kiyoshi Nakazawa





you’ve ever actually heard expressed in the 

((i actually also passed near Stepney at some 
point in my journeys. After a LOT of analysis, 
i have determined that i still have NO 

to me, Al Franken, but the very fact that i 

you ride around on London public transit for 

bet)) treat as almost mystical in nature—but 
BRENT 

CROSS!
CLAPHAM

COMMON!
“I never thought it would happen / 

between me and the girl from Clapham / 

or even DAGENHAM, as in 
“i

WATERLOO ((as in the 
Kinks)), PICCADILLY CIRCUS ((as in the 

album)) and COVENT GARDEN ((as in the 

LEYTON ((as 
BETHNAL GREEN 

“take a walk 
around Bethnal Green, beat up my landlord, 

)), and, of course, WEST HAM,

footballers ((i have adopted the claret and 

Me” and all like that. Please make a note of 

these famous places run ‘round the clock. 

picture taken for the album cover. That didn’t 

happened,

the fact that i have seen so many lyrically 

killed a lot.

Love,
Nørb

 29

The fact that it was likely the wrong 
place to get off sunk in quickly, once 
i realized i was 
standing in a pile 
of broken glass.



I

LAZY MICK
I’M AGAINST IT

is the nickname of my favorite team: the 

played by millionaires.

times at FSU. Those years opened my mind 

construction sites of my youth and move 

me to an earlier, fun part of my life and I 

sports insisted that schools drop their Native 
American team nicknames. Most of the 
universities complied. In the case of FSU, 

and defended Florida State. The Seminoles’ 

statement from the Seminole tribe stated that 

the University of Oklahoma. Oklahoma 

mount any offense. Oklahoma controlled the 

people and opened it up for U.S. settlers. On 

years later, the University of Oklahoma 
nicknamed their football team the Sooners, 

Seminole reservation and claimed the land 
for themselves.

affair. The Seminoles couldn’t mount any 

That’s kinda fucked up.

around Native American nicknamed teams 
and athletic competitions all the time. This 

six times since then.

battle for supremacy in the national pastime, 

in professional football. Not only did the 

controversy in the sports media because the 

to stay on the offensive and run up the score. 

hadn’t been treated this brutally, hadn’t been 

team nickname that is the racist term used by 

ethnic-slur-nicknamed team, it’s too much. 
Snyder couldn’t take it.

did a four-part special on it in November. 

Snyder did.

SEAN CARSWELL

“What the New York 
Times ignored was the 
fact that ‘cracker’ is 
also a term used for 
a person born 
in Florida. ”

A MONKEY TO RIDE THE DOG

If You’re the Owner of the Washington Redskins,
You’re No Longer a Cock



of the nickname more these days. It’s pretty 

became the Tennessee Titans because fans 

just too unrepresentative of Tennessee, then 

the producer turn off Snyder’s microphone.

mascot. So endeared, that before the name 

New York 
Times

be a cracker ass cracker.” Surely, you’ve at 

that phrase on them.

New York Times

a person born in Florida. In Florida, it’s 
actually possible to be African American 

corrupt politicians, and cranky old people 

has allocated one skybox for the nation’s 

–Sean Carswell

Illustration by Brad Beshaw
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Dan Monick's Photo Page
Atmosphere show, Los Angeles, 10/02/07



N

I’M AGAINST IT
WHO ARE YOU?

Nardwuar:
Hilary:
Nardwuar:
Serviette.
Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:
Hilary: 

Nardwuar:

Hilary:
I’ve never heard of that.
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:

Nardwuar: 

Hilary: I love cheese too and I’m not 

Nardwuar: 
Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary: I am, yes. 
Nardwuar: One item that has a lot of 

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Lizzie
McGuire

Hilary:

Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar: Look at them closely, these 

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:
Hilary:
Nardwuar: This is The Faint.
Hilary:

Nardwuar: 
Hilary:
Nardwuar: Tell me about The Faint, 

Hilary:

Nardwuar:

Hilary:

Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary: Shape
Nardwuar:
this, if you could open it up for a second here 

the photos in Shape
Hilary: No, I’m not ashamed at all. 
Nardwuar:

Shape
Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Shape

on punk. 
Hilary:
Nardwuar: So you do love to punk then, 

Hilary: I do love some punk music, yes. 
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:

Nardwuar: 

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:

Nardwuar:
Hilary:
Nardwuar:
Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
you meant their version. 
Nardwuar:
Hilary:

Nardwuar:

Hilary: I have not.
Nardwuar:

Hilary:

Nardwuar:

Hilary: 
Nardwuar: 

Hilary:
Nardwuar: 

“Nardwuar: That’s totally 
punk! I mean who else 
would say, “I love punk” in 
Shape magazine? 
Thank you for spreading 
the word on punk. 
Hilary: Oh, you’re welcome!”

vs.Nardwuar
the Human

uar Hilary
Serviettev Duff

Photo by Jason Margolis
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Hilary:
about that.
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar: So this is him. This is your 

Hilary:
Nardwuar: 

Hilary:
Nardwuar: 
Hilary:

Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

and other after-alcohol treats.” 
Hilary: 
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
but that’s actually peanut butter. 
Nardwuar:

Hilary:

Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:

Nardwuar:

techno music too much.
Hilary:
actually a rumor that someone said I didn’t 

like it.
Nardwuar:
Eminem hates techno and Eminem has 

Hilary:

Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary: Oh, um.
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:
Hilary: 

Nardwuar:
Hilary: 

Hilary Duff Security:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
Nardwuar:

Hilary:
pretty close. 
Nardwuar:

Hilary:

Photo by Bev Davies

What does 
Hilary Duff 

taste like?

Duff McKagan
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Interview by Joe Evans III Design by Lauren MeasurePictures by Daryl Gussin
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HUNCHBACK ARE
Mike—guitar, vocals
Jay—bass, vocals
Miranda—drums, vocals
Craig—keys, noise, vocals
Joe:
Mike:
A lot.
Jay:

be even more.
Craig: About this

Joe: Mad Magazine

Mike:
heavy stuff. I don’t have any of the actual 

Craig:
Jay: That’s my favorite one that you have.

Joe: Are there any other comics that you’re 

Mike:
Mad, and I love 

Joe:
Craig: I just make noises, usually. I nerd out 

really. And then out of it, sometimes you 

a lot. Feedback is the inspiration for almost 

every sound I make. It’s pretty much the best 

Joe:
Craig:

Mike:

Craig:

Mike: a lot of basement 

Craig:
Jay:

Mike:
famous.
Jay: Fame!
Craig:

Joe:

Mike:
Jay:
Miranda:
Craig:
Mike:
Jay:

loops, but eventually that just evolved into 

Miranda: And harmonica. And French horn.
Jay:
Mike

Jay: Maybe the Lucky Strikes did a couple 

Mike: Lots and lots of really silly bands.
Jay:
Mike:

Jay:

Mike:
really started.
Joe:
Miranda:

Jay:

Mike:

Miranda:
Jay:
into it.
Miranda: My fat little baby head, too.
Mike:

“There’s no 
good shows 
anymore.”
It’s because 
you suck, dude, 
that’s why.



Jay:

Mike:
sure the Razorcake

Jay:

just on a couple of compilations.
Mike:
Miranda:
Jay:
Miranda:
Jay:

Miranda: in
of us.
Jay:

inspiration behind the dresses, I feel. Not 
only those scenes.
Mike:
I think it’s neat.
Miranda:

Mike:

Miranda:
Jay:

Mike:
front too, like Kids in the Hall
Kids in the Hall.
Miranda: All male sketch comedy includes 

Jay: Kids in the 
Hall is probably the number one reason I 
think dresses are cool.
Craig:
Miranda: Kids in the Hall

Jay:

Miranda:

Joe:

Mike:

Miranda: This is like .
Jay:

Mike:

Jay:

Mad Magazines.
Mike:

Jay:
Miranda:
Joe:

Miranda:

Joe: I think so.
Mike:
Hub City.
Jay: She’s on the staff.

Miranda: a lot.

be serious.
Mike:

it happens.
Craig:

Mike:
Jay: that.
Mike:
f-in come.”
Miranda:
about.
Mike:

Jay:

Miranda:

Jay: And a lot of it is the attitude, too, 
because a lot of time people really don’t 
have the money, and say they’ll pay double 
next time.
Craig:
say they don’t have the cash.
Mike:

any money. I’m real sorry,” and it’s a bunch 
of crap.
Jay:
Miranda: It’s really more the attitude, because, 

Jay:

38

Kids in 
the Hall 
is riot grrrl.
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Mike:

much, totally

that people can do, and have a real tour, 
and only play houses and basements, and 

pay the three dollars, and have it die. And 

Miranda:

anymore.” It’s because you suck, dude, 

Jay: And it’s not like the local bands are 

make a dime.
Mike:

Miranda:
Joe:

Mike:
Jay: Fish has The Parlor.
Mike:

Jay: 
Miranda:
Mike:

Miranda:
Mike:

named it The Parlor.

Miranda: There’s a lot of audience 

Joe:

Jay:

Mike: wish

Craig:
part on the keyboard.
Mike:

Miranda:

Jay:

Joe:
All: Oh.
Mike: Let’s just do that.

Miranda:
Jay: Athletic chubb.
Miranda:
Jay:
Mike:
your friends, to pinch their arms.
Jay:

Joe:
Mike: That’s a hilarious

Jay:
Mike:

Jay:

Craig:
leave early.
Jay:
Craig:
comic and record stores.
Miranda:

Craig:

Joe:
Jay:
Mike:

Jay:

us have tattoos.
Joe:

Mike: Me, I absolutely prepared and treated 

Jay:
one up and usually be back from the record 

Mike:
Joe:

Mike:

Feedback.
It’s pretty 
much the 
best fucking 
sound on 
the planet.
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We went back, got the CDs, ate at 
Hooters, took pictures of the CDs at 

Hooters, and drove directly to the 
release show. And we sold 

three of them that night!

it, but it’s certainly been very abandoned. 
And it is truly summed up very shortly 

is

of crap.

Miranda:

Mike: It’s absolutely unacceptable, and it 

also about acceptance. It’s also about the 

them closer to the ideal that they’ve learned 

peoples’ lives apart every day, frankly.
Joe: Is there any plans to release the 

Mike:

Craig:

Mike: No, no. It’s on the tape of Ugly on 
the Outside.
Jay:

Alviiiiin!” because 

comic bit if you’ve never heard it.
Craig:
Jay:
Mike:



Interview by

 Ryan Leach



Ryan:

Brad:

board ‘cause it seemed fun. That’s the very 
short version. 
Ryan:

Brad: Six or seven years. And in those 

Ryan:

Brad:

at Mr. T’s in October of 2005, from that 

Ryan:
Brad:

Ryan:
of years.
Brad:

Ryan:
Brad:

Brad:

Ryan:

Brad:
not a plan. It just happened. I don’t recall 

percussionists.” It’s almost like half the band 

Ryan:

Brad:

like it or they don’t like it. It’s music, so it’s 
more of your heart than your body. It’s not as 
mental as art. 
Ryan:

Wounded Lion is a group of approximately six unassuming men 
and women. No bravado, no clichés—no Decline of Western 
Civilization II kitsch in their future. Wounded Lion is that rare 
breed of erudition that so seldom collides with rock‘n’roll, embraces 
it, and churns out something like LiLiput’s Rough Trade singles or 
(dare I say) The Young Marble Giants’ sole LP. And that’s not to 
say Wounded Lion sounds like any of their antecedents, ‘cause they 
don’t. The group simply comes from that always interesting lineage 
of creating your own style, your own realities—what Guy Debord 
would call “your own situations.” And what Wounded Lion chooses 
to do with this cognizance is what initially drew me to them and 
keeps me interested in what they elect to do in the future. Someone 
to watch, someone to listen to… 

Photos
by Mor 
Fleisher Layout by

Daryl Gussin

Ami (drums, vocals), Brad (rhythm guitar, vocals), Chris (bass, 
percussion), Jun (bass, percussion), Raffi (percussion, dancer), and 
Shant (percussion)
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important community is to music. Five 

it seems to have dissipated. 
Brad:

like a visionary.
Ryan:
Smell, too.
Brad:
Ryan:
The Smell.
Brad:
base, actually, if there is one.
Ryan:

version—the one off of Sandinista!

Brad: Ami.
Ryan:
Ami:
Ryan:
bunch of little kids that came around. I couldn’t 

Brad:
Ryan:

Brad:

Ryan:
Brad:

not, but Monty told us that he loved it.
Ryan: It’s like those movies set in prisons 

Brad:

crummy homemade demos on Myspace and 

do better.
Brad:

Ryan:

Brad:

Ryan:

Brad:

Ryan:

to do that stuff.
Brad:
Ryan:
Brad:

Ryan:

Brad:
Avon lady in Arkansas.
Ryan: That’s your first chance for 

Brad:

artistic choice, but you can’t help but be 

Ryan:

doesn’t seem to be very much of a style or 

Brad:

that eclecticism has an art foundation, too. 
Ryan:

It’s almost like 
half the band was
an accident or something.
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the skillet. 

make shitty music and just say it’s avant-

Ryan:

Brad:

Ryan:

bankrupt industry.
Brad:
is related to art directly—but certainly some 

for us to have fun and, therefore, for other 

one that’s really important for us.

We got told once that we didn’t seem like 
we were too much of an art band, which I 

thought was the best compliment.
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I like to think I’ve grown as a person a little 
over the years. I try to avoid exclusively eating 
deep fried food for every meal. I try to be a little 
more responsible and keep my shit together. 
And I feel like I can appreciate more in life than 
bands playing songs with lots of distortion and 
curse words.

This is why Geykido Comet Records appeals to 
me. Starting in 1998 with one 7”, the husband 
and wife duo Shahab and Heela have gone on to 
put out a whole bunch more records, produce 
a book, and activate a digital store. Geykido 
Comet isn’t just some dude trying to get out of 

dude” at all, but instead some honest, down-
to-earth people who take time from their busy 
everyday lives to give back to their community, 
instead of coming home from work to watch TV 
every night.

Joe:
Shahab:

pretty chill people. Injustices, hypocrisy and 

Joe: 
Shahab:

in history class and had to individually act 

B
art Van D

e Vel



years later. Ever since then, people have 

Joe:

Heela:

it because they like the music, its political 

from the jockos and preppie kids at school 

Shahab:

Kennedy tapes from his friends at school, 

probably didn’t have it as bad as the Middle 

and that my people had more reason to hate 

Arabs, and, in fact, descended from Aryans. I 

mainstream hip hop or alternative rock and 

Joe:

Shahab: There are loads and loads of people 
into other types of music and in other scenes 

have kids, and, in the same vein, there are lots 

handle and take care of your kids. 
Heela:

of cool, open-minded kids has to come from 

49

support from your peers. On that note, I’ve 
noticed a lot of stuff lately from and about 

Punk Rock Dad. The 

Yo Gabba Gabba
here and there, some in bands and at other 

I do declare! This may be the smallest Fuck You, Dale in Razorcake history!



Joe:

professionalism into your releases.
Heela: Professional, yes, but not necessarily 

Not Generation X

there are certain protocols you pretty much 

Layout tends to be an issue, too; problems 

Joe:

Shahab:

most recently Passporte—or bands I played 

Joe:

Shahab:

the music. 
Heela:

Shahab: 

once and have used it as a template ever 
since for those dumb-yet-necessary factoid 

releases. They have at least some bit of history 

Heela:
small details in order to put out a release 

Fleshies, photo by Shanty C
heryl
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and fans. Some distributors are just really 

understand capitalism, I really do, but I just 

a record label in order to just put out stuff 

into, there are a lot of other industries you 

Joe:

Heela:

in Kabul, so the cause itself is near and dear 

Toys That Kill, photo by Shanty Cheryl

Joe:

Shahab:

break up and tend not to care about their 

At the end of the day, hardly anyone thanks 





but they rarely have access to medicine or 
hospital beds. 

voices to be heard. 
Joe:

Shahab:
our records, to our T-shirts and book, to our 

Heela:

release other stuff, like the Industry Standard

place. It’s funny; Shahab is typically the one 

Joe:

Shahab:

Joe:

out and carry tons of other releases, like a No 

Shahab:

already released, but the most recent EP on 

already on iTunes, Napster, eMusic, and 

and a standalone mp3 store is a test run for 

release in their collection or the type of 

their record player to their computer to create 

Peelander Z

Kill The Scientist
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cover and aesthetic over mp3s any day, but 
people do love their mp3 players these days. 
Joe: It seems like there isn’t really a certain 

Heela: Not really. Shahab and I both have 

enjoy punk of all varieties. Pop punk, like the 

the Methadones, to more political or hardcore 

Shahab:

can be said for other really fantastic indie 

sounds like the record released before it.
Joe:

Shahab:
of better places to play” part of that statement 

for its money, I don’t think that means there are 

often than not, the music sucks

Heela:

I think there are just so many bands around 

completely oversaturated. That doesn’t mean 

It just means that you have to treasure the cool 

mixtapes that I listened to over and over, but 

is cool, but I think part of the fun back then 
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Chris

Chris

Chris

Chris
in your street clothes.

about them, but as soon as they’re off then they should be just 

be the 

Chris

Chris

Chris

your music. 

Chris: The more melodic ones.

than the Americans. 
Chris

no revival to it. 
Chris

Chris

Chris

Chris

has come before you.
Chris: Even if you do an experimental noise band, you’ll end up 

someone

Chris: And then it’s yours.

Chris

they do. Lots of those bands were

up just before practice.
Chris

tone scene and the mod revival scene kinda parallel each other. One 

Chris
: The Specials, Selecter, and all those bands. And Madness. 

the

Chris

after the fact.
Chris:

Snap

made suit.
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Chris

Quadrophenia

Chris Quadrophenia,
you didn’t rush out and buy a scooter 

less about that. 
Chris

Sell Out is 
probably my favorite, and most people 

record is hilarious.
Quadrophenia

Suburbia or the 
Wanderers, or any of those movies. 
They take a movie that is pinnacle to 

into, and you think, that sounds cool. 

Chris

Quadrophenia

Chris

Chris

Chris: So Quadrophenia

Chris

Chris Quadrophenia!

Maybe it did, but I don’t even touch that 

Chris

have punk tendencies and attitude, 

Mike

Chris



ended up on compilations, but they never listened 

Chris

Mike

and years. Nobody cared about that band, and they 

Chris

Chris

Mike

surprised that they picked that up. 

Mike: I think they like you more than me.

Chris
Mike: Mainly Essex, and in London, too. 
Chris: So do just your friends over there have your 

: The album came out on Stiff over there. 
Chris

Mike

Chris

Chris

Chris

Mike
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own

really supposed to be done.

not to mention some of his former bands like 

The day of the championship, I snuck out 

of chairs in the lobby of the club and all the 

decked out in a bunch of different costumes, 



came from the conference, I learned that the 

At the end of the press conference, 

really, really

for my lackluster decision, until I said 

sorts of different 
people. (I couldn’t 
help but be amused 

conducted side by 

the other for someone’s 

up to it, I’d been 

AIR GUITAR!”

myself into or 

weird

a bunch of the hipsters appeared to be street 

Lixx” defeated the year before. Admittedly, 
I’d been pretty excited to come out in support 

my friends’ bands, but to street team for an 

pretty funny, and they did, in fact, rock hard. 

(for a band that actually plays instruments).

came out and invited some people from 

Saturday Night Live
The Daily Show

selected to perform their routine to, after 

tricky it can be for someone to stick out and 

rocked some blues jams (and ripped off his 

of the mirror.



championships. More importantly, second, 

Let’s face it; there are both solid dudes 

star any day. (I also like the comparison of 

air (the performance and the spectacle) and 

www.airguitarusa.com
www.hotlixxhulahan.com
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both performances (minus the not actually 
okay,

huge).

air guitar

same routine he did last year: a somersault 
onto a beer can (only he uses two cans this 

street team (Seriously! Street team!) loved it 

badly. I couldn’t help but feel a little bad, but 

misspelled

Ocean had come out on top. The event 

the internet for my 





I’d been bitching to members 
of the Vancouver Subhumans 
about how punk had lost a lot 
of its angry, idealistic Utopian 
edge since it “broke” as a safe 
consumable. Singer Brian “Wimpy 
Roy” Goble replied, challenging 

me: “I think there’s still that element out there. I don’t know how popular 
it is. It’s never been a popular end of the punk rock spectrum as far as 
I can see, but—you don’t think there are still little cells of that that exist, 
on the extreme left wing end of punk?” I conceded that I was a bit out 
of the loop, since I tend to listen mostly to music that I knew from the old 
days—I’m thirty-nine, and my prime years of punk consumption were 
1982-1992—but I still felt like something was missing. Despite the odd 
band like Propagandhi or Anti-Flag, the sort of idealism, misguided or 
otherwise, that led Subhumans bassist Gerry Hannah to give up music 
to become an urban guerrilla back in the early 1980s seemed in short 
supply—a holdover from the political activism of the ‘60s, long since 
dissipated as a cultural force. Since I’d gone on to finish a degree and 
get a straight, reasonably well-paying job as an ESL teacher, the clarity 
and passion of my punk days was also less and less present in my own 
personal life. Stifled by my assimilation into the middle classes, I was 
eager for something by which to be inspired. 

It was around about this time that I saw the Rebel Spell for the first 
time, opening for DOA at Richards on Richards. The Rebel Spell was 
remarkable in their energy, and I could make out enough of the words 
that I knew I’d be poring over their lyric sheets later, something I’ve done 
less and less of since my teen years; their songs were angry populist 
speeches set to music. Some of their charisma was pure rockstar—their 
small blonde female guitarist, Erin, seems to have appropriated her 
onstage persona from male heavy metal guitarists of yore, which 
somehow makes me very happy to see, but there was also a clean, 
angry edge of idealism radiating from them—mostly from Todd, their 
lead singer and primary lyricist. I approached him at the merch table 
afterwards, surprised to find myself a tad intimidated. Lean and intense 
and mohawked, he presents as a pretty serious fellow (I didn’t realize at 
the time he actually calls himself Todd Serious). I was impressed that their 
CDs were selling for only five dollars apiece—a pleasing bit of money/
mouth congruency—and a little off put that the band had obscured their 
eyes and faces in the art; were they actually concerned about being 
recognized? Just how political were they, anyhow? 

Our conversation was held at the band’s home base in East 
Vancouver, in the lower-rent, arts-oriented Commercial Drive area. 
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Allan:

Chris:

Todd:

Chris:

that is to tell people not to take shit from 

Allan:
th,

Chris: That’s seriously the best line ever. 

Days of Rage
some kinda anti-military stuff in there, some 

Allan:

Chris:
Todd
Chris:

a picture of him in there. 
Erin:
People are very supportive. 
Todd:

Erin
Todd:

but I don’t think that that can be. 
Chris:

fuckin’ funny.
Erin:

Todd:

Chris:

Allan:

but punk seems to have become a lot more 

Todd:
a little less trouble at the border for your 

 so

at it like a band. If they see four dudes in a 
van, you’re done, man; it’s over. 
Chris:

like,
Erin:

Allan:
Todd: anything
in your pocket is pushin’ it. 
Allan:
Todd: No.
Chris:

Allan: For an American
Todd
Allan:

Todd:
Allan: Talkin’ about history: the Subhumans, 

Todd:
Erin:
Allan:

Right to be Wild

Chris:

Erin: I don’t think it’s okay to use violence, 
ever, to make a political point, but in that 

Allan:

Chris:

Todd:

Chris: I’m in so many different books I’m 

Allan:
Chris: Ancient history and stuff. 
Todd Pre-history. 
Allan:
Chris:

Todd: at
Chris

Erin:

Allan:

Erin:

every other institution that there is, because 

Mother Jones

Allan:
Erin: It’s put out by American liberals—they’re 

Allan:

Erin:
Allan:
Erin:

Allan:
Todd:
me, because I’m so critical. 
Erin:

to school for international relations. 
Allan:
Erin:
I think. 
Chris:

Communist Manifesto

politics and anarchism. I try my hardest to be 

people sell us and all the shit corporations 



Allan:
aims, but not their methods. 
Todd: and
their aims. 
Erin:

push of a button. 
Todd:
Allan:

Chris:

rid of their missiles.
Erin: The situation’s a bit different. It’s not 

an accident. 
Chris:

about the U.S., and that’s pretty hostile. 
Erin:
Chris:

Allan:
Chris:

Todd: and the Americans 

Chris:
that from a statement on the ‘net. I’m not just 

serious threat. The North Korean situation, 

Erin:

their soldiers...
Chris:

Erin:
Allan:

Todd: I think music’s been used for 

I think punk’s become a lot less political 

Allan:
Todd:
style of the music, and it’s just become a 

to make music. 
Erin: Or just a fashion.
Todd:

Allan:

Erin:
really

to the youth center and see some bands.” At 

Allan:

Erin:

Allan:
Todd:

had those politics that totally made me start 
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Allan:
Todd:

Allan:
Todd:

and buy tapes out of the music store up 

loved

Todd:

Chris:

At nineteen, I moved there—my first time 

Todd:

Allan:
Erin: Georgia Straight

Todd:

Erin:

a side-project. 
Allan:

Erin

Allan:
Chris
Erin, Allan:
Erin:

Guitar World

Allan:
Erin
Allan
Todd:  never

Erin:
Allan:
Erin:

Todd:
Erin: I lost interest in the mainstream 

Todd
Erin:

Allan:

Erin:

Allan: They’re not the most...liberal band. 
Erin:

Allan:
Erin

Allan:

Photo by Fem
ke van Delft



Todd:

Erin:
Chris:

Todd:
it’s so hard on the road. 
Chris:
Todd: It’s funny, because the band is the 

Chris:
Erin

Chris:

Todd:
Erin:
Todd:

Chris: [in mock

Allan:
Todd:

 know sounds 

Chris:
Todd:
There’s a lot of horrible misinformation 

stupidity around that.
Allan:

Erin: 

Todd: It’s scary to say you subscribe to a 

much misinformation around them that they 

Allan: Okay. 
Todd

those and object seriously to the anarchist’s 
lack of any kind of feasible plan, but I also 

may
the U.S. calls itself a democratic state. So, 

state, fuck you

That stuff just gets me. 
Allan:
see them as a pretty positive example of 

Todd:

Allan:

Todd:
a band. 
Erin:
Allan:
Todd:

about it. I’ve seen evidence of that. People 

And it’s just to put that idea out there, so 

on, because you never hear about it in the 
mainstream media. 
Allan:
Todd:

Allan:
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Todd:

Allan:
(First Nations is the most politically correct 

Native Americans). 
Todd:
interest in First Nations issues comes from a 
belief in justice.
Chris:

I read a lot of books about communism, and, 

this person has to be, and it’s so intense that if 
you try to think about it, if you have to be this 
person, , it makes you sick to your stomach, 

ever do, as a human. Like they say, you have 

to be, at all times, the enemy of the state. 

happens—if you can put yourselves in their 

be scary

Allan:
found it really stressful, and that part of him 

Chris:

Todd:
the misinformation that’s been pumped into 
his brain. 
Allan:

Days 
of Rage... 
Erin:
let alone the political reasons. A lot of bands 

promo shots that they hand out to everyone. 
Allan:
Todd:

Allan:

Todd:

Chris:

Fuck the Police
Expression 

record out to see it. I think I took it off the 
Days of Rage

Chris: Days of Rage

Todd: I believe in violence. 
Allan:
Todd:
Allan:

Todd:

Chris:

Todd: No, you’re not.
Chris:
Todd:

Chris: Never. 
Todd:
come and they massively take over your 
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borders, per se, but at some point you have 

see that as any different. It’s another kind of 
invasion. I fully believe that you have every 

Chris:
Chris and Todd: And shoot them in the face. 
Allan:

Chris

Todd:

Allan:

Chris:
Todd:

Chris:

anarchistic, because not all of us had much, 
but some people did, and they shared. There 

Allan

Todd:

Chris:

Allan:

Erin:

Allan:

Erin:

Todd:

Chris:

Allan

as a business model. 
Todd:

Allan:
a mass-produced phenomenon. 
Todd: No it’s not. That’s pop music. As soon 

Chris:

Todd:
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Adrian Salas
Top 5 Lyrics from 
Steve Albini Bands

‘til I start Nautilus.”

Amy Adoyzie
Top 5 Awesomeness I Wish I 
Could Take with Me to Bangla-
fucking-desh

• Portland Summers

Art Ettinger

Make It Happen 

Bird Roughs LP

album) LP

Get Awesome 10”

Ben Snakepit

Sings the 
Lonesome Country Wail

Buttertooth

3. Tera Melos, 
Comples Full of Phantoms

Lottery of Recognition

Chris Pepus

until the end.

about Norman Mailer for 

• John Cassavetes: 
Five Films

New Yorker

and Iran

Constantine Koutsoutis
1. Fear and Loathing on the 

Thompson (book)

mad criminal.

5. Take It, Somebody,
Modern Machines 

Craven Rock
(Counting Down) 
5. Tao Te 

Sacramento
Beyond

Living with War
1. Creating True Peace by

Cristy C. Road
Top 5 Bands to Bone to in the 

1. Nile

3. Envy

5. The Slackers (after you 

Daryl Gussin

American
Railroads
• Fucked Up: 
Year of the Pig 12”
• Children of Men (the perfect 
cinematic representation of crust)

Dave Disorder
Remember Buy the 

Bird Roughs

Upstairs /Downstairs

American Railroads

Denise Orton
Top 5 Things That Suck About 
Living in Gainesville

affects my livelihood. 

Designated Dale
Top 5 Bands at The Masque 30th

Anniversary/Book Release Show 

Echo Park, East Los Angeles
1. The Eyes

Donofthedead

Death to Idealism,
Best of

• The Assassinators, 

The Final Collapse LP

Relentless Onslaught 12”

Jennifer Whiteford

Smell the Mitten
2.  by 
Nora Ephron (essays)

TOP FIVES
RAZORCAKE STAFF

Having the 
choice to blow my brains out
or listen to stupid people.



The Wire,

Jenny Moncayo

his forearm.

and stumble back to my 
apartment drunk.

at Masa in Echo Park.

Joe Evans III
1. Full Of Fancy, Sweet Baby 
Jesus

3. Endless Mike And The 

The Husky Tenor

Julia Smut

do so.
Letter Bomb

re-issue on TKO

my brains out or listen to 
stupid people.

Keith Rosson
Top 5 Wimpy Acoustic Ballad-
Things That Make Me Feel All 

know they’re 
covers, dirtmouth.

Kurt Morris
Phantom Limb

Slip
3. No Country for Old Men
(movie)

Lauren Measure
Top 5 Recently Discovered 
Bands Who I Wish Lived 
in My Town

5. Amateur Party

Lauren Trout
Favorite Songs to Dance 
Around the House to When I 
Wake Up

by American Steel

Lord Kveldefur
Final Exit

Homo Narrans (book)

Megan Pants
Top 5 Songs to Listen to On 
Repeat while in the Depths of a 
Chicago Depression

(Too Many)”

Mike Frame

Revival

Miss Namella J. Kim

still has it. 
2. Wonderful Tonight by Patti 

Mr. Z
Top 5 Albums in 
Constant Rotation

Somewhere in the Between

Technically Unsound
La Radiolina

Scuffed up 
My Huffy
5. Intro5pect, Realpolitik

Naked Rob (KSCU 103.3FM)
Guillotine

Squalora

Apparition
IIIrd Gatekeeper

The Busy 
Signals

Nardwuar The Human Serviette

2. Riot on Sunset Strip by 

3. All Your Ears Can Hear

Pomp

Christmas 

Rhythm Chicken
Top 5 Beverages for the Last 
Two Months

1. Schmidt

Sean Koepenick
Bands That Need to Make a 

Steve Larder
Top Five Bands at the Moment
1. Ulver
2. Nortt

Todd Taylor
All 

Things Move toward Their 
End LP

Detention Halls LP

Self-titled LP

• Fucked Up, 
Year of the Pig 12”EP

Ty Stranglehold
Top Five Christmas Punk Songs

5. Sloppy Seconds, 
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¡APESHIT!/TIGERSHARK: Split: 7”

drummer pushed a bunch of people 

Terry (Molsook)

AGGRAVATION, THE: Self-titled: CD

more inclined to say Les Marked 

the smart money makes some kind of 

already too French by proxy for their 

travel / now I will travel for free / now 

 That is the lyrical entirety 

AKUTARE: Riot City: 7”

vibe. They also add elements of 

band and the transplanted band from 

controlled precision to perfect the 

AMERICAN STEEL: 
Destroy Their Future: CD
I never really listened to this band 

they had released three LPs, toured 
extensively, and disbanded in 2002. 

layered and yet still calculated. Not 

This release is a pleasant surprise to 

ANGEL EYES: And for a Roof a 
Sky Full of Stars: CDEP

ANOTHER ONE DEAD: 
Come What May: CD

people call hardcore and metal these 
days. Also, hardcore has spread across 

point: this band from Finland sounds 

bar chords, vocals that are shouted 

has a command of their instruments 

little bro-ish at times, but I can’t deny 
my love for bands that are metallic. 

ARMED SUSPECTS: Time Will Tell: CD

and the drummer misses a beat here 
and there. They thank the punks and 

early punk rock days, except in those 

yesterday’s skins are today’s jarheads, 

shirts and Fred Perry vests. It comes 

ATOMS: Self-titled: 7” EP

the Epoxies. The tunes are short and 

ATTACK FORMATION: 
We Are Alive in Tune: CD
Oh, this is not for me. This is 

so that there’s never a clear picture 

Attack Formation)

AUTOMATIC ERASERS, THE: 
“Make It Right” b/w “On the Road”: 7”

Revenge of the Nerds

sticks once the needle’s returned. 

BACKSEAT VIRGINS: Born Again: CD

vocalist ((Lisa Marr, Kim Shattuck, 
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Hey! Person putting your 
reviewable in the mail: 

full album art is required 
for review. 

Pre-releases go into 
the trash.

Maddy Tight Pants

If this were a cereal, it’d be Total Punk 
Anarchy Hobo Ohs. Yikes.

RECORD REVIEWS





but, all the same, the next truly 

NOT remind me and everybody else 

BARSE: If You Can’t Fuck ‘Em, 
Cut ‘Em Up: CD

especially lyrically. In the case of the 

proper dose of sarcasm to pull it off 
and, in the end, sound like a buncha 

BLEACH BOYS: Puke Wave: 7” EP

label, I think it’s a safe bet this ain’t the 

of punk-fueled surf instrumentals, 

BLIND SHAKE, THE: Carmel: CD

Razorcake

The
Rizzograph

here, but I do think it’s better than 

BLOTTO: Remember to Buy the Vinyl 
First… Singles Collection 
2004—2007: CD

Some of them are super slurred and 
some of them are just plain broken 

and comp tracks, pretty much up 

have come up before. –Stevo (Snuffy 

BOMBS AND BEATING HEARTS:
From Dumpsters Rise!: CD

BORN/DEAD: The Final Collapse: LP



this release, I pre-ordered a cool half 

BUSY SIGNALS, THE: Self-titled: CD

of no better band to compare the 

Unable to think of any better band to 

minute duration actively reminded me 

i’ve had it since elementary school)); 

sound much like Peter Shelley, and she 

riffs that did, etc., and sometimes the 
band only reminded me of post-reunion 

appears that this band sounds like the 

if you pop this disc into your computer 

up, you can see that there has been a 

CANADIAN RIFLE: Self-titled: 7” EP

is. At turns deceptively intimate in 

tracks on here are top notch—mid-

CATERPILLAR TRACKS: 
Scrape the Summer: CDEP

for this issue that has reminded me 

There are four tracks from this 

There’s some dynamic here, but the 

but are by no means horrible. –Kurt 
Morris (Phratry)

CHAZ: Self-titled: CD



and the occasional super cool back-

CHILDREN’S CRUSADE, THE: 
Get Awesome: CD-R

people hooked on this instant classic 

poppy punk recorded in recent years. 
The vocals are simultaneously snotty 

the band an uncommonly full sound 

old Mutant Pop band After School 

bands I’ve heard lately. Get Awesome 

may result from the uncontrollable 

CHINESE TELEPHONES / 
DEAR LANDLORD: Split: 7”
It’s really no surprise that I like this so 

stuff and are some of the nicest people 

has lyrics (a rarity for them), possibly 

CHINESE TELEPHONES: 
Self-titled: CD

that makes you so ridiculously happy 

becomes a standard. And that’s a pretty 
hard standard to maintain. Luckily for 

top their earlier selves. The back-to-

has the catchiness of its pop foundation, 
but a no point does it feel like they’re 

CHINESE TELEPHONES: 
Self-titled: CD
I think if the Marked Men had a touch 

assume 110 percent of the credit), it’s 
some more of the familiar, fast, and 

of band that could play at a party in any 

over everyone in attendance, from the 

CLINT MAUL: 
7”

the sound a little further from southern 
soil. This ain’t no alt.country or folk-
punk, this is just country
should be. –Sarah Shay (Toxic Pop)

COMADRE / TRAINWRECK: 
Split: 2 x CDEP



really enjoyed their music. They play 
hardcore reminiscent of some of the 

also included explanations for each of 

it all easier to relate to. There are 

maybe it’s just the environmentalist in 

helped the environment a little to just 

sure it could’ve looked just as cool. 

COPEATER / MURDER OF CROWS:
Split 7”

The Final Feast

spacedocking

minutes, and it’s some pretty thick 

CRIME: Exalted Masters: LP

a sound so sordid only the Electric 

say, these actions do not represent 

dissolved. After their breakup in the 

immeasurable—simply put, anyone 

the source. Exalted Masters

Unfortunately, I don’t like it. Much of 

acrimonious circumstances a band 

Exalted Masters sounds good

Exalted 
Masters

Exalted Masters

CRITICAL PICNIC: Self-titled: 7” EP
Ultra-trashy, spastic thrash stuff 

CULTURE SHOCK: Self-titled: CD-R

political hardcore album is pleasantly 

Pray for the Apocalypse.” Tempos 

in here and there. It all amounts to a 
very respectable debut, suitable for 
play at any public formal function. 

CUTE LEPERS, THE: “So Screwed
Up” b/w “Cool City”: 45



and merciful creatures. This Steve E. 

be played on my jukebox. Play it at the 

“The girls and guys in bands all sleep 

CYNICS, THE: Here We Are: CD

phase of Suck involves the absence 
of youth. The second phase of Suck 
is not so much about the absence 

to add that no disrespect is meant by 

about a third of the record is ballads, 

the top slot it’s occupied for the last 

harmonica, Keith Moon on drums, 

Scooby-Doo or 
Josie & The Pussycats chase scene, 

Levine on vocals and Keith Moon on 

more. Nice one-off soul number, and 

joined by Piblatovic and Kaplanovich 

DAILY VOID, THE: 
5271-684346864436-4519: CD

DEAD KENNEDYS: 
Milking the Sacred Cow: CD

could not be more aptly named. I hold 

True, the disc does a decent job of 

Fresh 
Fruit for Rotting Vegetables or Give
Me Convenience or Give Me Death 
and produce similar results. The track 

interested, seriously, Fresh Fruit,

DEADLINE: 8/2/82: CDEP



this is the best ten minute hardcore 
release since the Fury record. –Sean 

DEREK LYN PLASTIC: 
Negative Feelings: 7”

(dereklynplastic@hotmail.com)

DICKIES: Dawn of the Dickies: CD

of nature more than a band; case in 

version lackadaisical in delivery, and 

this reissue of their second album 

and this one is no exception. The 

DIE KREUZEN: Cows and Beer: 7”

just can’t be redone. If you’re a fan of 

Fashionable Idiots, and have never 

DIGITAL LEATHER: 
Blow Machine: CD

synth music inhabit a melancholy 
electric space, or did the music make 

deep voice, moody keyboards at the 

feel better—I don’t have old albums 

DIGITAL LEATHER: Hard at Work: LP
Unfortunately, since body casts are 

DOA: The Black Spot—Unauthorized 
Bootleg Version: CD

Feel kinda bad about the short shrift 

decade, but I had heard from numerous 

(actually, by this time my position in 
the band had shifted from musician 

They demonstrated themselves to 

our drummer a kick pedal to replace 

stuff than that later rock-type stuff 

it on terminal lameness on my part, but 

Hardcore 
 or nothin’, it is one of the more 

solid releases from their later period, 



opportunity to appreciate this album. 

DOPAMINES, THE: Self-titled: CD-R EP

This is a demo recorded in someone’s 

member’s last name is not

DUKES OF HILLSBOROUGH / 
THE MERCURY LEAGUE: 
Abandon All Hope: Split 7”

youthful fervor instead of a desire 

And the fact that all four of the band 

ENDLESS MIKE AND THE BEAGLE 
CLUB: The Husky Tenor: CD

comprised of ten-plus dudes, and yet 
they aren’t a ska band. In fact, this is 

X style rip off (as many other bands 
like this often do). This combined 

cool shit like this), I enjoy the bejesus 

EVICTION PARTY / LEPER: 
Split: Cassette

fair amount of tapes put out by 

that continue to crop up in various 

it’s decent, smart, and melancholic 

I’d probably be all over this band. 
Leper: Some fairly dark and political 

spot-on lyrical content. Plenty of 

like I’ve heard stuff like this before 

ska undertones that continued to pop 

one of the more consistent Sharpie 
Fumes jobs, and if these aren’t just 

eyes out for future releases. –Keith 

EXPLODING HEARTS, THE: 
Shattered: LP

presumptuous, but since you’re 
Razorcake

Shattered is an 

and alternate takes and mixes from 
Guitar Romantic
of these collections (stuff left in the 
vaults is usually there for a reason), 

Guitar Romantic then venture 

FAILING MYSELF: 
Every Day: Cassette
Solo acoustic stuff on an unmarked, 

Wayfarers All LP. 

FATALITY: Self-titled: 7”



they punch up the speed and thrash 

delivery. As an introduction, I like 

FEAR OF LIPSTICK: Indie Band: CDEP

chorus into the solo, there’s a bit of 

a different direction. It’s not dissonant 
or off key (it reminds me of the Soft 

Indie
Band had more moments like it. The 
rest of the disc, a decent blend of 

it to. –Mike Faloon (It’s Alive)

FEAR OF LIPSTICK: Indie Band: 7” EP
There is an axiom in rock’n’roll that 

“your college boy brand of rock is 

could
actually have the balls to include 

“Pop
punks ((sic)) songs absolutely need 
to have the hooks, but without quality 

just fodder for the bargain bins of 

“Fuck YOU, ya little douches! Your 
lyrics are so bad i spent ten minutes 

Lithuania or some god damn thing! 
Who the hell are YOU to go off on 

DORKS WRITE SONGS WITH TITLES 

WE HAD A PERFECTLY GOOD 
SONG WITH THAT TITLE FOR LIKE 
OVER THIRTY YEARS NOW??? I 
HOPE JOAN JETT KICKS YOUR 
ASS WHILE LITA FORD EATS TIM 

Not
a terribly bad record, really, but... i 

(It’s Alive)

FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE: Self-titled: CD

Razorcake

FOR SCIENCE: 
Way Out of Control: CDEP
1) This is a serious contender for best 

Cut the Crap,
Out of Control.

FORCED FAILURE: Self-titled: CD-R

stench of patchouli, and blurry 

mind, rather than punk rock. True, it 

a scene

to my courtesy of East L.A. punk 

Ink Disease

Multiplication of the Typical 
Joe

added drums to his repertoire of 
instruments played. True to form, this 

skater on the cover) and sound (is that 

so much that it sounds like some 

FOUR STAR ALARM: 
Tilted b/w Cities in Dust: 7” 

times, I looked at the little info sheet, 

other’s just an extra b-side). So that’s 



indie rock side to them. Yes

FRANK TURNER: 
 CDEP

As a music critic, it is sometimes 

. Turner has taken 

loveless sex, and channeled it into an 

FRIGITS: The Guilt: CDEP
(
upcoming review were in mind prior to 
the reviewer looking at the CD insert 
and seeing a) the Aaron Cometbus-style 
graphics and b) a band member named 
Paddy.) There are many places in this 

The Guilt 

earnest-on-the-inside lyrics. Those of 

FULL OF FANCY: 
Sweet Baby Jesus: CD

aftertaste, that leaves you unsure of 
GOOD. In this 

case, it stems from a distinct mid-

record on Sub Pop in its heyday. Think 

GET BACK UP: 
Weathering the Storm: CD
The music is pretty heavy, but it’s hard 

GET RAD / PROTESTANT: Split: 7”

GOODNIGHT LOVING: 
Crooked Lake: CD

the listener to approach the band is 

to it by themselves.” I’ve never been 

GORDON GANO’S ARMY: 
Self-titled: CD-R

University of Maine about an hour 

feel like the perfect band to play to a 

A. A. Milne (Winnie-the-Pooh and
When We Were Very Young to name a 

HARAM: Drescher: CD

of-sound concept record about the 

HEAR THE SIRENS: 
Anywhere but Home: 7” EP



HELL ON HEELS: 
Dogs, Records & Wine: CD

but I also love the fact that there’s a 

the liner notes made me love them even 

some of the proceeds from the album 

HELLHAAK: Self-titled: CD-R
Punk metal mix that is fairly 

Koepenick (Self-released)

HOGAN BEACH: Bleed Sadness: CD

HOT TODDIES, THE: 
Smell the Mitten: CD

sensibility. Their debut album is so 

and photosynthesis, so frankly, I don’t 

(Asian Man)

i: Get to Know Your Own Fluids: CD
Some parts of this record are truly 

and some parts of the record just 

rock’n’roll expectations on a record 
that is not intended to live up to 
such motivations, but if I’m bored 

Get to Know 
Your Own Fluids does have sincerity 
and rock’n’roll desperation, but in 
the end it’s one of those records that I 

I actually did. –The Lord Kveldulfr 

IMPULSE, THE / BOY GIRL: Split: 7”

(the-impulse.com)

INFANTRY ROCKERS: Boombala: CD

really make an overt appearance here. 

J CHURCH / SOUND ON SOUND:
Split: 7”

the max. Their side has a cover of 

Snakepit on vocals. Sound On Sound: 

must say I’m impressed. They aren’t 

JEANIE & THE TITS: Slut Fame: 7”

one

hit the paper. She smashed my shin. 



JOE JITSU: The Perfect Life: CD
Road to Ruin

Dear You

the former over the later. It’s a 

JOE LALLY: Nothing Is Underrated: CD

Red Medicine

And you looked at the liner notes 

really busy 

from the truth. The music (it’s not 

JOSH SMALL: Tall: CD

KILLER DREAMER: Rapid Armor: 7”

KILLROY:
Football Chants and Angry Rants: CD

scene. The merits of their efforts 

bolstered by the music on this disc, 

your

the lyrics are a bit dated in places 

as recollected and left a much better 

LAIBACH: Nova Akropola: CD

memories of a sound not often heard 

to embrace the more dancebeat-

and Nine Inch Nails, Nova Akropola 

in places here, but the poppy current 



later is tempered here by deep, almost 

may indeed have a beat, ain’t really 

listen. That kinda musical subversion 

LAMPS: Self-titled: CD

impressive is the level of racket they 

LAST HOPE, THE: Violence,
Vengeance and Retribution: CD

make sure he doesn’t trick you into 

LEE MONSTER: 
No World Order: 2 x CD-R
This looked like a handmade indie hip 

stuff, a decent bit instrumental, and 
some fairly political stuff, too. Pretty 

(Self-released)

LEFTOVERS, THE: On the Move: CD

LEFTY LOOSIE: 
100 Miles an Hour: CD

Female-fronted punk rock, ideally 

LEGION DCLXVI: 
Black Goat Armageddon: LP

had the release in front of you, you 

release. The production is superb 

beats that keeps time and are bashed 

come to appreciate them. Musically, 

LIBBY LAVELLA: 
Sometime in the Morning: CD

been the perfect set up to listen to 

indie pop. Lesley poked her head out 

Ikonomopoulos and he sometimes 

write something that sounds kind 
of boring

LOT LIZARDS: Leave Me Alone 
(I’ve Got a Bomb): 7”



provides Psychocandy thumb on this 

Funhouse

Got a Bomb)

LOUIS TULLY: 
I Was a Dog Once: 7” EP

full front cover that folds to the back, 

the sheet so it’s centered and there are 

they’ve slipped in a sheet of paper 

Ghostbusters

make it a full four). They’re dancey 
and fun (The drumset calls them the 

reason). And it may be schticky, but I 

paper cutouts, but I did make it to their 

Fun, fun, fun. Oh, and fun trivia: 

love of the NES (the controller is in the 

Super Mario

LOUIS TULLY: 7” EP

full of ((if crack is indeed a pumpable 

doesn’t sound like he’s on crack at all, 

is a blue state, but not 

LURKERS: Fullham Fallout: CD
One has to hope that the Lurkers 
have an exalted place in punk heaven 

deserved due here. Part of the U.K.’s 

in a blissful mutation of pub rock’s 

attack, and this reissue of their debut 

their

debut album. If you like your early 

MALADIES: Self-titled: CD

Big house party in 
the Hollywood Hills…Red Hot 
Peppers on the stereo”—I reached for 

lines of coke, and bubblebrained 

uncork this catchy chorus that tips 
D-O-N-N-

A/Sounds like L-O-L-A/Ray Davies 
sang about it but I must tell my 
story

lyrics, the slicker-than-catshit-on-
linoleum production (thanks for the 

room for someone cooler. Let’s move 

MATTY POP CHART: 
Everyone Does Everything: CD



there are some pieces that are broken 

MEASURE [SA], THE: 
Historical Fiction: CD

punk rock that appears ideally suited 

–Maddy (Team Science)

MYSTECHS:
Escape from Planet Love: CD

Minds, Lords of Acid, and Manplanet 

Love Planet album 

played and recorded version of same. 

NANCY: The Fear of Missing Out: CD

NUCLEAR DEATH TERROR: 
Self-titled: CD

used to be former tenants of the 

apocalypse are portrayed in the 

heavy riffs. The delivery of the music 

and Extreme Noise Terror, the band 

OFF WITH THEIR HEADS: 
All Things Move Toward Their End: CD

and on about some esoteric and self 

up a bit. If you have depression and 

appreciate. I have a fair amount of 
said issues myself and I usually don’t 

I can’t think of another band that 
combines lyrics as truly emotionally 

is a compilation of most

of me to put out a compilation that is 
supposed to be all-inclusive of their 

Fine Tuning the Bender.

not bad or all that different from the 

much reverse release order, as far as I 

to not too shabby at all. There’s also 



for another compilation like this (and, 

years. –Stevo (No Idea)

OSMANTIKOS:
Keep Fighting Oppressive Conditions: 7”

deserve to have their patches on crust 

or Urban Guerilla Zine
probably eat this shit up. They’re 

include some really heartfelt, sincere, 

makes up for it. As far as the music, 

etc. Or the relentlessness of that 

bed vocals, or maybe the really 

was
Instead, I’ll just mention that the 

that apparently constitute likenesses 

Extinction Of Mankind T-shirts, 

OUT WITH A BANG!: Love My life: 7”

the trashy, crude punk rock stand 

(Fashionable Idiots)

PATROL WAGON: Self-titled: CD

the almost ready to fall apart sound of 
Tucson, the fun and sloppiness of the 

speed and the vocals that sets them 

PINK REASON: Throw It Away: 7”

cool, freaky, unexplainable bands. 

PLAGUE: Thumper: CD

racket, and it’s my loss. Formed out 

percent” is a staple for the Killed by 
Death

POISON CONTROL: 
The Violent Years: 7”

but don’t really have any chance of 

from the third to fourth—and 

PRIMES: Facades and Pink Forms: CD
Apparently, all of the bike couriers 

electronic pop music. Me, I run at the 
very mention of electronic music, and 

instead of a drum kit, I’m totally out 

PRIMES: Facades and Pink Forms: CD

experimentalism are present, but it’s 



insistent rhythms that have yet to 

Facades is it. This 

on the Autobahn at 2 AM. –Sean 
Koepenick (Postfact)

PRIZZY PRIZZY PLEASE: 
Self-titled: CD

latest batch of stuff and I put this on. 

outside of a lead in one tune, there 

by a keyboard player. Of course, that 

(Let’s Pretend)

PROTOCOL, THE: Recess: CD
Please note: In your bio, you can’t just 

annoy me more than bad music it’s 

about either. I feel like I’m back in 

This includes cheesy lyrics, simplistic 

I didn’t like it then and ten years later 
I still don’t. –Kurt Morris (Parlor)

PUBES, THE: Peat Sounds: CD

PUNKINPIE:
Broketruckgoodluckson: CD

looked at Punkinpie’s name and emo-

PURPOSE: 1994-2001: CD

that spans the band’s existence. This 

RANDUMBS, THE: 
It’s About Time…Again: LP

a pop punk band because the name 

sounded familiar. Then I looked at 

band. Then I listened to it, and it kinda 

RED LORRY YELLOW LORRY: The Very 
Best of Red Lorry Yellow Lorry: CD

from that era that didn’t sound at all 

disconnection from the stinky carnival 



just on the off chance that they actually 

my natural punk-o-centric tendencies 

i’ll state up front that the brunt of this 

ten times fast just to see if it could be 

REJECTED: Fool for a Day-
King for a Lifetime: CD

RESISTORS:
Damaged Ugly & Loud: CD

mention that, because there are some 

hardcore (in the book sense of a 

little slicker (not over-the-top by 

Evans III (Self-released)

RESONARS, THE: 
Nonetheless Blue: CD

rock from the brilliant mind of 

Rubber Soul 

Nonetheless Blue above
mere mimicry. Plus, I hear a lot of 

one-man combo) punches accents in 

REVISIONS, THE: 
Revised Observations: CD

particularly like them. There’s a 

and distinct bass lines. I can’t exactly 

like it. –Sarah 

SASS DRAGONS / 
PARTY GARBAGE: Split: 7”

heard, this is probably my favorite 

a picture of yourselves all naked, 

SCURVIES, THE: Nightprowler: CD
I’m usually not privy to Alaskan punk 
rock—think the last bands I heard 

Pretty solid meat and potatoes punk 

promise of future brilliance are in 

SEVEN STOREY MOUNTAIN: 
At the Poles: CD



punchy, indie post punk band. They 

Trenchmouth, Nation Of Ulysses 

SHAM 69: Hollywood Hero: CD

conviction, and harmony. The rest of the 

of the better Sham releases I’ve heard 

SHOREBIRDS: Self-titled: 7”

Olympia on vinyl. Shorebirds play 
melodic punk that’s less poppy than 

SHOT BAKER: Awake: CD

SICK E’S: Whispers: 7” EP

SOCIETY HIGH: Leave the Gun, 
Take the Cannoli: CD

SOMETHING FIERCE / 
HANGOUTS, THE: Split: 7”

a once mainline brand of punk that 

Fierce, provides killer female vocals 

It’s records like these that stomp the 

SOUL MERCHANTS: 1985-1987: 2 x CD

actually a promo-only one disc redux 

all applicable Razorcake 

Under ordinary circumstances, i 

these are not normal circumstances. 

“In a day where neo goth 
bands and neo psych bands are doing 
well, it seems appropriate to revisit 

STARLA! UBIQUITOUS: 
A New Train of Thought: Cassette

battered copy of th, as 

Not a Pretty 
Girl
Kaia’s stuff (mostly in the vocals), at 
least the live material I’ve heard. It’s 
very laid-back, very calm—I enjoyed 

it’s a sarcastic take on unhealthy 
relationships, and its cynicism 

the record’s hopeful, joyful, politics-



rest of the album shines pretty nicely. 

SUPREME COMMANDER / ALIVE AT
LAST: Split: CD

fear not: their business is fun. The 

SUZANNE’SILVER:
The Crying Mary: CD

protection because a bastard child has 

For some reason, it’s Italian but, 

all it does is yell most of the time, so 

think it’s safe to say that even if none 
of the parents take responsibility, 

of them should be proud to call their 

SWANN DANGER: Deep North: CD

TEENERS, THE: Self-titled: 7”
The oddest experience I’ve had is 

off, and, of course, the epitome of hot 

THIS MOMENT IN BLACK HISTORY: 
It Takes a Nation of Assholes to Hold 
Us Back: LP

Ringing
in the Dawn had been recorded by 

this album. It Takes A Nation… is an 

it. This record came out last year and 

THOMAS FUNCTION: My Empire: 7”
The best band you’re currently 

that in a blender and actually pour 

or so and it makes me feel like I’m 

TIGERSHARK / THANK GOD: Split: 12”

Southeast Hardcore Fuck Yeah comp 

can

your head and didn’t hurt, someone 

TIME FLIES, THE: The In Crowd: 7”

Plural rock is music made by bands 

by the sound of the band name that 



TOO MANY DAVES: Self-titled: 7”

a little

pretty much summed up my life at the 

yelled at for the shit you do all day”). 

TOUGH: Fast/Faster: LP

here, but it looks like, at the core, this 

III (El Topo)

TRIP DADDYS, THE: 
Too Much, Too Fast: CD

best described as psychobilly, but 

Too Much, Too 
Fast
notes than the band’s earlier efforts, 
and it continues the band’s habit 

are trouble, and the best of these is 

purely country track on the album. 
It’s upbeat and romantic, but the 

unpredictable sound. Doublewide is 

TYVEK: Fast Metabolism: CD

UNDER PRESSURE: Black Bile: CD
Musical tastes are so subjective. 

written, compared to bands I’ve never 
heard of before, much less listened to 
or ripped off, intentionally or not. So, 

it’s entirely possible the similarities 

of limitations, both the band’s the 

heavy tip of the hat to that band on this 
album; the vocalist sounds remarkably 

days) and the music itself sounds like 
discarded outtakes from the Epics
In Minutes

 Hidden World. I 

to another (because Under Pressure 

same spiritual piss-shivers that Fucked 
Black

Bile multiple times, that comparison’s 

UNDER PRESSURE: Black Bile: LP

drum beats to a bare minimum and opt 

Alvarado (Fashionable Idiots)

VARIOUS ARTISTS: He Put the Bomp! 
in the Bomp-Greg Shaw: CD
Incredible compilation of bands 

even contributes to Nikki Sudden’s 

book and T-shirt in a hundred run 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Retro Is Poison: LP



Karnvapen Attack (Spain), I Object, 

A band you have to see live once in 

madness truly is. Karnvapen Attack 
from Spain takes their name from 

I have a couple of their releases I 

ahead, female-fronted hardcore that 

is U.K.’s Active Minds. A perfect 
blend of anarcho punk meets thrash. 

comps out there that feel like they are 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
 CD

Those tracks that have that spastic 
dance feel of the Trashies or the 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
We Just Call It Roulette, Vol 1: CD

for independent bands for the past 
four years. This disc is a one-time 

of this disc. The musical styles vary 

from folksy to indie rock to hardcore. 

VERSE UNSUNG, A: 
The Autumn EP: CD
The name scared me from the start. 

rock stars that sound a little hard. 

for crossover success. This is a 

and a simultaneous affection for 

VIOLENT ARREST: 7”

basement, or, hell, maybe even a 
bar, sure. They then proceed to lay 

maybe ten minutes), 
and covered in sharp, scary spikes (as 

or contentment, and by jumped-up 

VOICE OF THE MYSTERONS: They
Have Pulled Down Deep Heaven on 
Their Heads: CD

a love child and he’d been recruited 

you ain’t even partly there. This is 

WARDANCE / PENALTY TIME: Split: LP
Splits LPs rule. All around, it’s an 



two

pretty decent, catchy streetpunk 

crust stuff—they don’t really provide 
any band information at all, so I’m 

and neither one of them skimp on the 

and there’s so much music packed 

WASTED TIME: No Shore: 7” EP
Seven more cuts of hardcore carved 
from the same cloth as bands like 

WISDOM TEETH: Self-titled: CDEP

competently, it doesn’t really have 

balls. Unfortunate. –Kurt Morris 

WORDS: Self-titled: CD
Is it naïve of me that I expected a 

called Words to have an emphasis 

they’ve included a manifesto of sorts 

is passion, not an industry.” –Sarah 
Shay (Self-released)

WRETCHED ONES, THE: 
Make It Happen: CD
It took them almost a decade, but 

class existence that other bands only 

and don’t try to make a career out of 

have some of the most ribald fans 
of any active band of today. They 

the past, every track on here retains 

YOUNG LASSES, THE: 
Sad Fur Peak: CDEP

this, the main dude responsible is an 

ZATOPEKS, THE: 
Damn Fool Music: CD

rock’n’roll. They seem to try to 

my favorite tracks on the record). 

had moved to overseas, and that the 

We have a fully searchable 
database of reviews up on 
www.razorcake.org. So far, 
we've posted up over 
6,000 of them.
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or to be posted on www.razorcake.org in the next couple months.
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ADJECTIVE NOUN #1, free, 
5 ½” x 8 ½”, photocopied, 24 pgs.

have a similar feel to this. It mostly 
seems to be a compilation of random, 

Down with the Driver

BULLSHIT BY WILLIAM ORR,
$2-3, 5½” x 8½”, 24 pgs.
Tall tales that may be about a 

comes up, coffee is mentioned in 

Plain, MA 02130)

DOWN WITH THE DRIVER #3, 
free, 7” x 8 ½”, photocopied, 28 pgs.

should. It’s simple, consistent, not 

DUDES MAGAZINE #10, $?, 
8 ½” x 11”, printed with glossy 
cover, 64 pgs.

have for nineteen years, and in that 

I am excited or pissed. There is a 

especially in the punk community. 

plenty of sports commentary, some 

sure your jorts are cut properly and 

(plenty of homophobic allusions, 

recommend it. (However

EAVES OF ASS #6, $3, 
8 ½” x 5 ½,” photocopied, 34 pgs.

EOA

there’s a lot more to it than that. After 

Razorcake

its population as a bunch of racist 
hicks, but it’s not as easy to reject 

they’re your only family and friends. 

EOA

th

FAKE LIFE $1.50 or trade, 
8” x 9”, photocopied, 40 pgs.

I’m kinda tired by that shtick. Left-

in my book, but it’s too easy for them 

at times here, but there is a noticeable 
attempt at even-handedness (sound 

in years; kinda nice. Too much dead 

minimalist as possible. –The Lord 

Tallahassee, FL 32303)

GREASEPOT #4, $4, 
5” x 8”, copied, 52 pgs. 

HUB CITY: OUT OF THE
BASEMENT #4 and 5, $2, 
8 ½” x 6” 22 and 18 pgs.

(an essay about random stuff and 
some internet conversation that I 

so small minded, because they don’t 

scene, but also that other people from 

the point. I happen to think that if all 

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL
#291, $4, 8½” x 11”,  ? pgs. 
The cover bills itself as the 25th

MRR

is the usual MRR fare, but as far as a 
25th

Kveldulfr (Maximumrocknroll, PO 

MAXIMUM ROCK N ROLL
#294, $4/$5 Canada, 8 ½” x 11”,
newsprint, ? pgs.

Send all zines for review to: 
Razorcake,
PO Box 42129, LA, CA.
Please include a postal 
address (that’s how we trade), 
the number of pages, the price, 
and whether or not you accept trades.

“Almost all the 
MRR columnists 
are over the age 
of thirty! Some 
of them are over 

-
ing punk rock. .”

ZINE
R E V I E W S

–Kurt Morris



MRR
I’ve never heard of (except Leftover 

a story about one punk’s journey 

band AOA. There’s lots of other stuff, 

stories, letters and columns. I have to 
admit, the columns are my favorite 
part of MRR

MRR

involved in punk and not just a bunch 

MRR

MOUNTZA #1, $4.50, 
8½” x 11”, offset, 56 pgs.

Last Hours
I remember early issues of Punk 
Planet

only about half of the stuff here is. 

make out half of the material and 

say that Mountza

I’d say this is probably one of the 

I’ve ever seen. Let’s hope they stick 

MUSEA #158, $?, 
8 ½” x 11,” photocopied, 22 pgs.

Musea
let’s do some math for a moment. 

about 50 copies of each issue—that 

been used to print poems that only 

NEGATIVE REACTION #8, 
$?, 28 pgs.

nearly as ridiculous as Americans do 

Negative Reaction

Class War

if a little less vicious. This issue 

Negative Reaction 

many of the references are lost on me. 
Still, I like this a bunch. –The Lord 

PI ALA MODE #1, free, 
8 ½” x 11,” photocopied, 30 pgs.

Razorcake their 
school yearbooks and family photo 

advance for your consideration of this 
issue. –Lauren Trout (Moose Press, 

PRISON FOCUS #28, 
$5(prisoner) $20(non- prisoners) 
for a 4 issue subscription, 8 ½” x 
11,” newsprint, 16 pgs.

incarcerated. Sexual abuse, prison 
labor, unhealthy conditions, and 

is admirable, to say the least. This 

th

PRISONER’S DILEMNA #2, $2, 
7” x 8 ½”, photocopied

of Seattle that contains several 
essays on self-defense from a radical 
perspective. In the same theme, 

the editor of American Gun Report, a 

Fair, not so much—but if you’re just 

PROFANE EXISTENCE #54, $5, 
8 ¼” x 10 5/8”, newsprint/glossy 
cover, 84 pgs.

Razorcake

favorite of mine, an artist by the name 
of Fly. If you’ve purchased Cometbus
or MRR in the past decade, you’re 
probably familiar, and if not, this is a 

PSIONIC PLASTIC JOY #11, $?, 
half-size, photocopied, 22pgs.

metal tube inside the earth” and the 
tortured and experimented on by 

Videodrome

PUNK OR NOTHING #3, 
$?, 5½” x 8½”, 32 pgs.
The Punk or Nothing

RAT CITY #5, $1.50, 8½” x 12”, 
photocopied, 16 pgs.

with

of course. I like this because it has a 

used snarl that seems to be a standard 
fashion accessory for such scenes 

to the American dollar, so I don’t 

end, I like this because of the attitude 

SIDEWALK BUMP #2, $5, 8½” x 
7”, offset w/ color cover, 52 pgs.

contributions include stories about 
105

“The Punk or Nothing drinking game: Every time they mention Ben 
Weasel, everyone drinks. Same for Squirtgun. Alternate shots for 
every mid-’90s Lookout! band mentioned..” CT Terry, Punk or Nothing #3





Sidewalk Bump

me and everyone else (skaters and 

SLUG AND LETTUCE #90, $1 
USA,$2 Can/Mex, $3 World, 11 ½” 
x 15”, newsprint, 24 pgs.

issue of 
a bit different than usual. As usual, 

S and L, 

the rest of the issue is a collection 

Slug and Lettuce
really bummed. These are truly the 

TRYING #5, $1, 
quarter-size, photocopied, 64 pgs.
Trying 

hopeless despair. If that didn’t scare 

truly tortured soul, so honest and heart-

bunch of happy punk rock stuff, he’s 

that void to paper. In a scene that only 

remain forever alienated. All the loser 
chic stuff that the punks just love to 

are more reasons for the author of this 

him feel old. That’s the beauty of 
Trying; he has the balls to tell us about 
his sadness and all it may do is make 
some of us feel less alone. That’s really 

WELCOME TO FLAVOR 
COUNTY #11, $1 or stamps, half-
size, photocopied, 32 pgs.
This issue of Flavor County has Kurt 

talks about the camaraderie of smokers 

lot more stuff too. There’s also a 
short story that I didn’t care for. An 

that he took random text and headlines 

everybody else jumped online. So 
Flavor County 

WELCOME TO FLAVOR 
COUNTRY #12, $1 or stamps, 
8½”x 5½,” photocopied, 36 pgs.
Kurt comes across as such a likeable 

and a piece about the people on his bus 
route, the bulk of WTFC

some political and social commentary. 

reason—but other than that; hell yeah 

Hundreds more zine reviews can be 
found at www.razorcake.org



Corpse of Freedom
By Dax and Lloyd Garner, 209 pgs

Corpse of Freedom just 
Hairstyles of 

the Damned

th

I Went for a Walk
By Shanti Wintergate, Illustrated by Gregory Attonito

I Went for a Walk

moments is reiterated to the reader. 

fat markers that smelled like fruits.

Silent Pictures
By Pat Graham

music, and a lot of bands that I’ve just plain never heard of, but the one’s 

Therefore, Repent! (A Post-Rapture Graphic Novel)

Punk Planet

that makes Therefore, Repent! such a blast to pore over. 

109

BOOK
R E V I E W S

The illustrations remind me—or they look like—they were 
done with those big fat markers that smelled like fruits.







Therefore, Repent!

Nobody’s Nothings, A
By Denis Sheeham, 160 pgs.

notebook I carry around all the time full of half-started story ideas and notes 

Askew Reviews

it’s pretty funny), and various short stories. I tried to describe the book to 

I’m sure Sheeham’s funny as fuck in person, probably, and an incredibly 

but just didn’t do it for me. Some of Sheeham’s 

111

Cantankerous Titles & Obscure Ephemera, Vol. 1: DVD

not too bad at all.

remarkable alterations to stencils of a cyclist on concrete for eleven minutes 

very real

China Blue: DVD

China Blue

DVD
R E V I E W S

111



King of Punk: DVD
King of Punk

Twisted Vol.1: DVD

Many more DVD reviews can be found at www.razorcake.org.

I couldn’t help but wonder if everybody who saw this 
documentary before it was mass produced was like, 

“Hell yeah! DIY punk rock youth are totally going to want to 
watch these people take their dog for a walk!”


